SPORT, RACE & LOGISTICS (WITHIN THE HARROGATE AREA)
•

Branding Protection: As part of this role, you’ll be working with the wider Branding and
Marketing team within Harrogate, preventing and reacting to any ‘ambush’ marketing
(signage, branding etc that should not be used or allowed at the event).

•

Doping Control Chaperones: Anti-Doping Chaperones will be responsible for escorting
riders’ post-race to the medical centre, for their doping tests. You will work with CADF
representatives and the medical team to ensure that each rider is escorted safely, and in
a timely fashion before their race presentations and returning to their teams. You will be
expected to be professional and polite during your shifts when working with the riders.

•

Medical Services Assistant: You’ll be working with the medical services team with any
adhoc requests whilst also providing extra assistance to the Anti-Doping team.

•

Technology Support: You’ll be on standby throughout the time of the UCI Road World
Championships assisting with the general set and maintenance of AV equipment, IT
equipment and be on call for any general troubleshooting queries occurring at each site
around Harrogate.

•

UCI Services: A hugely varied role, no day will be the same! This role includes working
on the UCI HQ welcome desk at the HIC centre, being at the official hotel, assisting with
the running and presentation of the official UCI Junior Congress, and being on hand to
support the Protocol Manager, throughout the UCI’s Observer Tour, Congress Dinner
and creating and distributing delegate bags.

•

Troubleshooting Team: Shared between the Volunteer Team and the Championship
Services team, you’ll be on call for any specific/adhoc requests that are required from
each team. You’ll also help to deliver and maintain high levels of service throughout all
pre-race and during race days.

•

Economic Impact: Another hugely varied role, you’ll be working alongside Ernst &
Young, the official economic impact team to the UCI. You’ll be engaging with thousands
of visitors every day to understand why they have visited Yorkshire, and gather
information from them which will contribute to the final report about the 2019 UCI Road
World Championships visiting Yorkshire.

•

Tissot Timing and Results: As the official time result keepers to the UCI Road World
Championships, you’ll be working on the team at the starts, at intermediate points and at
the finish line in the timing room, recording the official timings of riders throughout each
race. You’ll also be working with the team fit and apply GPS transponders to official
vehicles, and also be responsible for helping with the collection of these pieces of kit.

•

Feed Stations: Based along a key section of the route, alongside the official teams
you’ll be working to ensure each zone is clean and clear before, during and after each
rider comes through. You’ll also be assisting to supply riders with vital nutrition products
and water.

•

Finish Town Sports Team: Based directly on the finish line, you’ll be responsible for
rider welfare e.g. handing them water and towels, guiding riders to the ‘mixed zone’
(housing all post-race journalists) and providing general wayfinding and assistance for
the riders and team during their time in and around the finish line.

•

Para-Cycling International: Based on the 21st September at the ground-breaking
showcase of para-cycling, you’ll be assisting with the rider sign on presentation, general
assistance at the each start town (Beverley, Tadcaster, and Wetherby), assisting with
equipment checks and assist with pre-race wayfinding around each start town.

•

Accreditation control: This role will see you assist with paid stewards on areas such as
back of house, the finish line, and any other official accredited UCI area to ensure the
correctly accreditation people can access each specific area, which is vitally important
during the championships time.

